
AN ANALYSIS OF LETTER 9 IN LETTERS FROM AN AMERICAN FARMER

BY ST JOHN DE CREVECOEUR

St. John de Crevecoeur, a French Agriculturalist, came over to America in the mid eighteenth century. He wrote the
Letters From An American Farmer to inform a.

Letters From an American Farmer by J. And what misfortune! He understood that abundance could corrupt as
well as liberate. When this book first appeared in print, it was incredibly popular in Europe, but not in the
then-new United States. He apparently borrowed from, and elaborated upon, travelogues by other writers: a
common practice in his time. John de Crevecoeur Summary Letter I: "Introduction" â€” Introduction of the
fictional persona of James, an American farmer, and the commencement of his correspondence via letters with
'Mr F. Therefore, America is the only place in the world where a person may have parents and grandparents all
from different cultural backgrounds. Born in Normandy in , he was the son of a minor local nobleman with
deep roots in the province. I perceived at about six rods distance something resembling a cage, suspended to
the limbs of a tree I found myself suddenly arrested by the power of affright and terror; my nerves were
convulsed; I trembled, I stood motionless, involuntarily contemplating the fate of this negro, in all its dismal
latitude. It had some influence on the ideas of the Romantics, particularly Southey and Coleridge. Hence the
most unjust war, if supported by the greatest force, always succeeds; hence the most just ones, when supported
only by their justice, as often fail. Indeed, he exercised just enough authority to preclude local elites from
dominating their neighbors. John Bertram, the celebreated Pennsylvanian botanist" â€” Narrated by a Russian
gentleman, describing his visit to the famous Pennsylvanian botanist, Mr. The essays in our library are
intended to serve as content examples to inspire you as you write your own essay. No one has better stated
what Americans have most wanted to believe about themselves and their society. We certainly are not that
class of beings which we vainly think ourselves to be; man an animal of prey, seems to have rapine and the
love of bloodshed implanted in his heart; nay, to hold it the most honourable occupation in society: we never
speak of a hero of mathematics, a hero of knowledge of humanity; no, this illustrious appellation is reserved
for the most successful butchers of the world. In fact, the Patriots faced a brutal struggle for survival, so they
did not tolerate doubters in their midst. Barra measures a little over 20 square miles, and at the time was under
the control of the MacNeil clan. Louis on the Mississippi. They're not intended to be submitted as your own
work, so we don't waste time removing every error. Read More. I was not long since invited to dine with a
planter who lived three miles from , where he then resided. Peru abounding in gold, Lima is filled with
inhabitants who enjoy all those gradations of pleasure, refinement, and luxury, which proceed from wealth. Its
situation is admirable, being built at the confluence of two large rivers, which receive in their course a great
number of inferior streams; all navigable in the spring, for flat boats. The nature of our laws, and the spirit of
freedom, which often tends to make us litigious, must necessarily throw the greatest part of the property of the
colonies into the hands of these gentlemen. In subsequent letters, James regains his equanimity with pages of
limpid nature description and an interpolated narrative by a Russian visitor to the eminent botanist John
Bertram; the latter is particularly prescient: I view the present Americans as the seed of future nations, which
will replenish this boundless continent; the Russians may be in some respects compared to you; we likewise
are a new people, new I mean in knowledge, arts, and improvements. Examine the rains, the convulsive storms
of those climates, where masses of sulphur, bitumen, and electrical fire, combining their dreadful powers, are
incessantly hovering and bursting over a globe threatened with dissolution. They told me that the laws of
self-preservation rendered such executions necessary; and supported the doctrine of slavery with the
arguments generally made use of to justify the practice; with the repetition of which I shall not trouble you at
present. Let us know! I appeal to the many inhabitants, who, while contending perhaps for their right to a few
hundred acres, have lost by the mazes of the law their whole patrimony. The reason why man has been thus
created, is not the least astonishing! By becoming Hector St. Specific details in matters of geography, religion,
history, and politics are missing. This organic notion of Americans, as beings created by their environment
and their work, is expanded in the third letter: "Men are like plants; the goodness and flavour of the fruit
proceeds from the peculiar soil and exposition in which they grow. He found himself in North America in the
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s, fighting for his homeland in the French and Indian War. Sometimes he went by James Hector St. They are
left to the irresistible effects of those strong and natural propensities; the blows they receive are they
conducive to extinguish them, or to win their affections?


